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The crazy serial killer 

 I'm Leo. I am going to share a story about the biggest serial killing case in China and it 

shocked every people after the truth was reported. Yang Xinhai, who is the main character of the 

crime, has commited 26 crime, killed 67 people, hurted 10 people and raped 23 women from 

2000 to 2003. His notorious reputation let me can easily to find his information on the internet. 

 Yang Xinhai was born in 1970 at Henan province, Zhengyang county.  He left his home 1

when he was a junior in the high school. He had begun to work in the construction cite since he 

left, and he was caught by the policemen two times because of stealing and rapeing during that 

period. As soon as he got 30,he began to walk on a crazy and bloodly path. Although he never 

steal the money from the victim, he would kill him and all his family members together. For 

example, Yang Xinhai used an iron hammer to kill the five family members at 1 am on 

December 6, 2002, and he buried the hammer near a tomb at night and threw his bloody clothes 

into a river. The most horrible thing is that he used a new hammer for each murder.  For another 2

example,  after he did that crime, he came to Anhui immediately and he killed three people and 

raped one people at Li village when he was looking for the hotel.  3
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 He was caught at November the second in 2003 finally. During the investigation, he was 

asked the reason he killed so many people that he even not met before, and he said:"I don't know. 

Killing is just a normal thing, not a big deal. It doesn't need any reasons."  According to the 4

analysis of crime professor Li Meijing, Yang Xinhai hasn't had the normal motion as the normal 

people for a long time, so he didn't care about life anymore. That's probably because that he has 

never been cared by anyone even his parents. He was executed on February the fourteenth in 

2004 as the punishment for his crime.  5
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